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A company is a joint-venture company，mainly engaged in the production and 
sales of small gasoline generator。Enterprise product， price，market share has met 
great challenges。 This paper through the guests on china's domestic market for 
small gasoline generator's macro - economic environment and market competition 
pattern and marketing environment and the analysis of the basic status of A company 
and application of SWOT analytical method of draw conclusions. According to the 
results of the analysis and the actual situation of A company to the domestic small 
gasoline generator market segmentation and selection of target market and targeted 
formulation of marketing mix strategy， covering product strategy， price strategy 
channel strategy and promotional strategies. To ensure the implementation of the 
marketing strategies ，  the company from information system ，  personnel 
management， the exhibition publicity as well as laws and regulations to carry out a 
comprehensive reform and upgrade and provide protection for successful 
implementation。The results show that A company now has a larger market share， 
and the demand for a wide range of product quality， brand value. the good 
prospects for development. however， there are a number of potential threats， such 
as， construction of the channel is still at a lower level， channel management needs 
to be raised. domestic low - cost imitations not only seriously affect the company's 
reputation and image， and continuously eroded the company's profit space. This 
article will by analyzing the main cause of the threat， and put forward improvement 
proposals and measures. Take positive and effective measures， adjustment of 
marketing ideas， so as to enhance the company's marketing level 
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